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➢ Employees are workforce athletes

➢ Both are affected by Force, Posture, and Repetition/Time
➢ Athletes:  high force, unusual postures, 6 years typical
➢ Workers:  low to high force, awkward postures, 30+ years 

typical

➢ Reduce any one factor, reduce the over all injury risk

➢ Workers have the most control over posture

➢ Management has the most control over force and repetition

__________________________________



• Changing behavior vs. changing equipment

• Coaching behavioral awareness and body management

• Overcoming resistance to changing behavior

• Creating “light bulb” moments

• How should you communicate the message?



You may need to 
implement products, but

Always start with behavior 
change efforts…

 Costly

 Disruptive

 Ergo Envy

 Addressing the symptom 

not the cause

 Free! (sort of…)

 Easy to implement

 No envy

 Positive change

 Focus on the root cause



Employee Thinks… Evaluator Thinks…

 Call Safety/Risk 
Management, they’ll fix it!

 I’m hurting and they need 
to correct the problem.

 The ergo gal/guy will solve 
the problem.

 If I get a new 
[chair/keyboard/desk/ 
monitor/etc.] all will be 
right in the world.

 Yes, this employee needs 
some equipment 
adjustments.

 Possible that they need a 
new device to help with 
postural change.

 First I need to talk to them 
about how they are sitting!

 We also need to get them 
taking breaks and 
stretching regularly…



 Focus on understanding the “story”
◦ The lead up to the discomfort

 History, personal information

◦ The job they are performing

 Tasks, deadlines

◦ Their history as it relates to discomfort, equipment, 
circumstances

 What have they done before? 

 What have they tried?

When employees feel they are listened to, related to, 
and supported, you have a better chance of creating 
behavioral change.

Understanding the story will help you to set 
priorities.



 Relating to people based on personality
◦ Speak their language

 Understand your personality

 ERGO, employee personalities
◦ Energizer – energetic, spontaneous, charming

◦ Realist – punctual, organized, precise

◦ Groker – analytical, inquisitive, needs to know why

◦ Optimist – empathetic, compassionate, cooperative

When speaking the same personality “language”, 
employees intuitively understand concepts.



 Energizer – energetic, spontaneous, charming:

◦ They have ideas!

◦ They want action now!

◦ They love to talk!

◦ They like exclamation points!!!

Coaching Tip:
Give them things to try now; work on making immediate
changes.



 Realist – punctual, organized, precise

◦ They like to take notes to remember concepts.

◦ They are organized.

◦ They are a little more resistant to change.

Coaching Tip:
Write down your ideas so they can plan for change.



◦ Groker – analytical, inquisitive, needs to know why

◦ They want to understand something so completely that 

they merge with the concept.

◦ They like out of the box solutions.

◦ They want data and facts to back up your findings.

◦ They don’t have a problem implementing change, if they 

understand the value of it.

◦ Have you answered all their questions, or are you rushed?

Coaching Tip:
Provide a solid rationale, based in facts, for your 
recommendations.



 Optimist – empathetic, compassionate, 

cooperative

◦ They are very appreciative of your time.

◦ They will agree with everything you say.

◦ They have difficulty telling you something isn’t working.

◦ Encourage them to be assertive about their issues.

Coaching Tip:
Make sure to ask them if they are comfortable with the 
changes, and don’t be afraid to probe for confirmation.



 What coaching method would work for this 
employee?
◦ Verbal

◦ Written

◦ Active - Kinesthetic

 Body language

 Tone of voice

Personalize the way you interact with the employee based 
their personality and needs.



 Are you listening to the employee?

◦ Not immediately changing equipment, ask permission 

first

◦ Making eye contact… at eye level

◦ Reviewing your survey answers

◦ Asking questions

◦ Creating rapport



 Do you understand why you’re there?

◦ Discomfort?

◦ Workstation change?

◦ Equipment knowledge?

◦ Ergo awareness?

◦ Ergo-envy?

 What is your plan to overcome expected 

resistance?



 Multiple visits to the employee and no progress:

◦ Is the issue interpersonal?

◦ Are they external barriers?

◦ Is there a communication gap?

 Strategies:

◦ Change the evaluator, change the personality

◦ Approach the problem differently

◦ Create a solution matrix to review with the employee



 Lending insight in a “sticky” way

 Providing easy to understand and easy to 

remember behavioral awareness concepts

 Allowing for employee “ownership” of ergonomic 

issues

 Creating sustainable change for employees – 24/7



 Body posture changes

 Movement

 Body management concepts



 Don’t cross the anatomical 
planes… what?

 Crossing the planes 
significantly increases the 
risk of injury, especially 
when force or repetition are 
also present.

 Simple Example: Cross the 
Naval Plane, change your 
grip (overhand / underhand)

Naval 

Plane

Center Plane Frontal Plane



Technical Light Bulb!

 We need to eliminate 
forward head flexion

 You need ample lumbar 
support, eyeline should 
be at the top third of the 
screen, your elbows 
should be close to your 
side

 Keep your eyes at an 
appropriate distance to 
reduce eye strain

 Head is a bowling ball

 Draw a vertical line from 
your ears, shoulders, 
elbows

 Your eye is made up of 6 
muscles – they get tired!



Technical Light Bulb!

 Sit back in your chair to 
achieve proper supported 
posture, keeping your elbows 
in and close to the body, 
keeping your head up and your 
eyeline level with the top third 
of the screen

 Postural changes require 
learning new muscle memory. 
This will temporarily slow 
down production.

 Imagine you’re a pilot in a 
cockpit – keep yourself back in 
the chair and everything 
within easy reach

 Posture before productivity

◦ Managers and supervisors: Are 
you listening? Are you adjusting 
your production expectations for 2 
to 3 weeks?

◦ Employees: It’s ok to work a little 
slower to learn a new posture. Your 
speed will return shortly!



 Hunter/gatherer

 Micro-breaks – get up

 Stretching - athletes

 Circulation – body’s recovery tool



 Provide ideas for standing in the work 
environment:
◦ Print to a printer outside your area

◦ Walk to speak with co-workers

◦ Drink more water!

◦ Stand up to take or make phone calls

◦ Use a file cabinet, bookcase to review documents

◦ Have a walking/standing meeting

◦ Eat lunch/snack away from your desk

◦ Stand every 30-40 minutes; breathe, stretch



Familiar Sayings Light Bulbs!

 Stay healthy!

 Do what’s right for your body!

 Don’t overreach!

 Lift with your legs!

 Don’t work through pain!

 Don’t lean on surfaces!

 Rest your eyes!

 Workforce Athlete

 Your body is a tool

 Anatomical planes

 Power Zone

 Pain = fire alarm. 

 Pressure Points = reduced 

circulation = hose/dam

 20 – 20 – 20 rule



◦ Pre-evaluation survey

 Sets expectations for evaluator. Beginning of the “story”

 Get employees’ thinking about ergo prior to the eval

 What do you like about your workstation? – shifting from negative to 

positive

 What is not working for you? – a softer focus on problems

 What are you interested in accomplishing today?

 Choices – new setup, alleviate discomfort, better work flow, adjust new 

equipment, etc.

By allowing the employee to recognize what they are doing right,
they will be more open to things they can improve on. 



 Messaging should be:
◦ Clear/concise
◦ Priority focused… remember the story?
◦ Attention catching/appealing 
◦ Modern, unusual, or insightfully crafted

 Examples
◦ Reports 
◦ Handouts 
◦ Stretch Cards
◦ Ergo Tip sheets, we send them monthly
◦ Website
◦ Social media
◦ Links to training videos, stretching videos, proper postures pictures 

from our website
 Implement a login portal for employees to access ergo 

informational documents 
◦ Job task cards



 Remember that employees will be high performers because it is 

easy for them to do so!

◦ Identify and eliminate work-task generated discomfort.

◦ Create task-specific workstations. One size does not fit all.

◦ Providing proper fitting equipment suitable to the employee’s 

anthropometry.

◦ Create documented discrete, repeatable, and measurable tasks/processes 

that are clear, simple, and easy to follow.

◦ Eliminate stress and mental distractions. These may be related to the 

environment, administrative, office layout, or employee-management 

relationships.



“Posture before Production” is a light bulb 
targeted at both employees and 
supervisors. 

“Quality follows Comfort”. Make employees 
comfortable, there focus will shift to quality.



Employees, Facilitators, and Managers/Supervisors all have a role to 
play in affecting behavior.

 Employees will not cannot change by themselves, even though they 
are the greatest stakeholders.

 Ergo Facilitators must adapt their messaging to the “story” and the 
employee.

 Managers & Supervisors must set the stage:

◦ Workstation – does the workstation fit the employee and suit the job?

◦ Processes – is the employee’s job clear, discrete, and well documented?

◦ Production expectations - when confronted with postural changes

◦ Removing mental barriers to change – physical environment, ergo awareness, 
stress free?



Questions or Comments?



Thank you!
Diana Pelletier
W: (949) 206-9923 x302

22996 El Toro Road
Lake Forest, CA 92630

• Ergonomic Assessments
• Ergonomic Program Development 
• Training
• Consulting
• Stretch Program Development 


